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Domain Wall Creep in an Ising Ultrathin Magnetic Film
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We have studied the motion of a magnetic domain wall (MDW) driven by a magnetic fieldH
in a 2D ultrathin PtyCoyPt film showing perpendicular anisotropy and quenched disorder. MDW
velocity measurements down to the so called creep regime show that the average energy barrier scale
as s1yHdm with m  0.24 6 0.04 and that the correlation function along a MDW is governed by
a wandering exponentz  0.69 6 0.07, in very good agreement with theories givingm  0.25 and
z  2y3. This is the first direct measurement of the creep regime for a moving interface in a disordered
medium. [S0031-9007(97)05075-8]

PACS numbers: 75.60.Ch, 74.60.Ge
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The statics and dynamics of lines or surfaces (man
folds) in random media is an extremely challenging an
active field involving many areas of physics. It is rele
vant for describing vortex systems [1], fluid invasion
of porous media [2,3], growth phenomena [4,5], charg
density waves [6], and magnetic domain wall (MDW
motion [7]. In all cases, the crucial factors are the com
petition between an elastic energy (tending to keep t
lines straight) and the disorder. Such a competition lea
to glasslike properties having important consequences
both the static configuration of the lines and their dynam
ics. Each of these aspects has been the subject of inte
theoretical study [1,5,7–13].

The dynamics offers a variety of theoretical challenge
At T  0 K, the interface is pinned until a critical force
fc is reached. The structure of the interface atfc and
the shape of the velocity-force characteristics are im
portant features to determine, with directly observab
consequences (such as the MDW velocity-field an
voltage-current characteristics for magnetic systems a
vortices in superconductors). The effect of finite velocit
y on the physical characteristics of the interface is also
crucial importance. At finite temperature, the interfac
can move even for forcesf below the thresholdfc. Then,
existing theories, mostly in the framework of vortices, as
sumed that the motion occurs between pinned states se
rated by finite barriers [14]. However, as realized mor
recently, because of the glassy nature of the pinn
interfaces, barriers between pinned states diverged as
applied force is reduced [1,12]. This lead to the propos
of a phenomenological theory of creep having nonline
y-f characteristics of the formy ~ exps2bUcsfcyfdmd
where 1yb  kT , Uc being a scaling energy constan
andm an exponent related to the static exponents.

Unfortunately, this collective creep theory remain
phenomenological and can be checked only in simplifie
cases, since most of the powerful methods to treat t
dynamics of lines or surfaces are limited to forces abov
the threshold. Additionally, the large range of velocitie
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needed to test such a theory makes it difficult to confir
unambiguously experimentally and in particular to che
for the connection between the dynamic exponentm and
static exponents, despite the great effort which has be
expended in connection with vortex physics [15].

In this paper, we investigate the motion of an isolate
domain wall in a two dimensional (2D) ultrathin PtyCoyPt
magnetic film with perpendicular anisotropy, using th
magneto-optical polar Kerr imaging technique. Ver
generally, an interface is characterized by its dimensi
d (d  1 for a line or 2 for a surface) and can mov
in n transverse directions. Since in our system there
no change of the magnetization with thickness (we ha
only 0.5 nm of Co), the MDW is described byd  1
and n  1 (compared tod  1 and n  2 for vortices).
Such a system is particularly interesting because it allo
a measurement of the static exponent characterizing
correlations along a MDW; good agreement with th
theory is obtained. Furthermore, since it is possible
measure the interface velocity over a wide range
the driving force (which is proportional to the applie
magnetic fieldH in our case), clear experimental evidenc
of the creep regime at sufficiently low field values, as we
as the relation linking dynamic and static exponents, w
obtained. We show, for the first time, to our knowledg
a connection between MDW motion and creep theory.

We shall use a phenomenological approach, similar
that already developed for vortices in superconductors [
to understand better the behavior of a single MDW
interface submitted to a magnetic field. As Ref. [1], le
us consider a MDW segment of lengthL and denote by
u the amplitude of the displacement of this segment. T
total free energy is

Fsu, Ld  ´el
u2

L
2 sDj2Ld1y2 2 MSHtLu , (1)

where t is the magnetic layer thickness,D  f2
pinnij

scales the pinning strength of the disorder (ni is the
surface density of pinning centers,fpin is the local pinning
© 1998 The American Physical Society 849
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force and j the characteristic length of the disorde
potential), and́ el is the MDW energy density per unit
length. In our case, walls are of the Bloch type an
´el  4sAKd1y2t, whereA is the exchange stiffness andK
the anisotropy constant. The second term is the pinni
energy where the one half power reflects the fact th
only fluctuations of pinning center density and/or of th
amplitude of the pinning force will contribute to pin the
wall [1,16]. The last term is the Zeeman energy an
is equivalent to the Lorentz energy for a vortex in
superconductor.

It is appropriate to define a characteristic collective pin
ning lengthLc (the Larkin-Ovchinikov length in vortices)
defined byEelsLc, u  jd ø EpinsLcd, the value of which
is Lc  s´el

2j2yDd1y3. At lengthsL . Lc, the wall can
adjust itself elastically to reach the optimal local configu
ration. It is important to note that from this point of view
the wall may be seen as a succession of segments
length Lc which can move independently from one an
other. A rough estimate ofLc can be obtained if one con-
siders, for example, in our system, defects arising fro
steps bounding two atomically flat Co terraces of avera
extensionj (j is the step to step spacing) and with thick
nesses, respectively,t1 and t2. Then, to first order, local
pinning force isfpin  st2g2 2 t1g1djy2d, wheregi 
4sAKid1y2 is the Bloch wall energy density for a thick-
nessti andd  ksAyKid1y2l is the average wall thickness.
For our sample, the Co surface roughness was estima
from AFM measurements to60.2 nm andj was chosen
equal to the average sizej  10 nm of atomically flat
Co terraces. Additionally, we did anisotropy measure
ments on PtyCoyPt samples with different Co thicknesse
grown in the same conditions as our 0.5 nm thick Co film
For small Co thicknesses (0.5 # t , 0.8 nm), the prod-
uct Kt saturates at a value of0.45 ergsycm2. Assuming
n  1yj2, we then findLc ø 25 nm, which is far smaller
than the typical resolution length of our magneto-optic
imaging experimentssø1 mmd.

Another interesting quantity is the critical field [1,17
Hcrit  s´eljyMStd s1yL 2

c d, which may be calculated
equating the pinning to the Zeeman force forL  Lc.
Strictly speaking, atT  0 K, no wall movement is ex-
pected ifH , Hcrit, which allows a direct experimental
determination ofHcrit. On the contrary, at finite tem-
perature, thermal activation always induces some w
movement even belowHcrit, making impossible a direct
estimation of its value. Unfortunately, in ultrathin mag
netic layers, the determination ofHcrit through low tem-
perature experiments is not sufficient to obtainHcrit at
room temperature since it depends on temperature dep
dent anisotropy constants [18].

In the creep regimesH ø Hcritd, scaling relations
that link both the displacementu and energy barriers
(without any driving force) to the sizeL of the interface,
must be considered. For this purpose, much work h
been performed on elastic strings (for an overview
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see [19]). One basic quantity which characterizes t
roughness of the string in this regime is the spatially a
thermally averaged correlation functionkkfusx 1 Ld 2

usxdg2ll. For n # 2, at static equilibrium, i.e., without
any driving force, disorder is relevant and the string
always in a pinned phase characterized by a wander
exponentz . 1y2,

kkkkfusx 1 Ld 2 usxdg2llll ~ u2
c

µ
L
Lc

∂2z

, L . Lc ,

(2)

where uc is a transverse scaling parameter. Beside
it has been proven that forn  1 [9–11], z  2y3,
whereas, forn  2, only simulations are available [20,21
suggestingz  3y5. Assuming a scaling law for the
displacementsu, usLd ~ ucsLyLcdz , the typical energy
barrierE then scales asEsLd ~ UcsLyLcd2z21. Thus, in
the quasistatic approximation, the free energy becomes

Fsu, Ld  Uc

µ
L
Lc

∂2z21

2 2MSHtLcuc

µ
L
Lc

∂z 11

. (3)

Note that expression (3) formally reduces to a nucl
ation problem, as in bubble materials [22]. The first ter
tends to decrease the length of the interface, whereas
second one increases it. Minimization of expression (
with respect toL leads to the smallest energy barrier an
assuming an Arrhenius law as in Ref. [1], the MDW ve
locity becomes

ysHd ~ exp

∑
2bUc

µ
Hcrit

H

∂m∏
, H ø Hcrit , (4)

with m  s2z 2 1dys2 2 z d. For n  1, as in our
system, one expectsz  2y3 and m  1y4, whereas for
n  2 (a single vortex),z  3y5 andm  1y7. For an
arbitrary d value, one getsm  sd 1 2z 2 2dys2 2 z d
and, for d  2 and n  1 (a MDW in a thick magnetic
film), where the mean field value ofz is s4 2 ddys4 1

nd  2y5 (a more exact value isz  4y9d, it gives
m  1y2. Expression (4) is known as the collective cree
law [12]. Note that this expression rules out at low
magnetic field the usual MDW velocity expression foun
in literature [23].

The sample studied is a high quality SiySi3N4yPt
(6.5 nm)yCo (0.5 nm)yPt (3.4 nm) ultrathin magnetic
film structure with perpendicular anisotropy, sputtered
high vacuum at room temperature. In this sample, ma
netization reversal is dominated by domain wall motio
This means that only very few nucleation centers a
present, from which domains grow with a nearly circula
shape. Thus, when the field of view of our microscope
far away from any nucleation center, MDW appear to b
rather flat, which greatly simplifies data treatment.

The room temperature imaging technique uses magne
optic polar reflection Kerr effectsl  638.1 nmd. Our
microscope uses a sensitive CCD camera and give
1 mm optical spatial resolution, the images being subs
quently digitized and improved by image processing [24
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FIG. 1. Typical magneto-optical image (size90 3
72 mm2, l  638.1 nmd. The gray part corresponds to
the surface swept by the domain wall during 111ms at 460 Oe
(T  23 ±C). The dark part is the original domain.

To measure the average MDW velocityy  Lavgyt, one
simply generates a pulse of field during a timet and
measures the average distanceLavg, swept by the do-
main wall. An electromagnet is used at low fieldssH ,

120 Oed and long timest s10 , t # 6300 sd. For higher
fields s100 # H # 1893 Oed and shorter times, a set of
small coils was useds524 ns # t # 2 sd. MDW veloci-
ties from 0.35 nmys to 41.4 mys were explored. Figure 1
shows a typical image obtained at a fieldH  460 Oe,
without processing other than thresholding. The errors
the average velocities measurements were estimated to
less than 5%. The curvey-H, displayed in Fig. 2(a), is
also shown as a semilog plot in Fig. 2(b). As can be se
in Fig. 2(a), the critical fieldHcrit is not easy to determine.
Following previous studies of AuyCoyAu sandwiches [25]
and extrapolating the high field linear part of Fig. 2(a) t
y  0, we obtainHcrit ø 692 Oe (in Ref. [25],Hcrit was
called the propagation field). Since MDW motion wa
observed down toH  38 Oe, the conditionH ø Hcrit
was fulfilled and the creep regime explored. This e
plains the strong decrease of the velocity [Fig. 2(b)] in th
low field regime. This behavior could not be observed
AuyCoyAu since the MDW propagation was too slow to
carry out experiments atH , Hcrity2. In order to check
Eq. (4), a plot of lnsyd versuss1yHd1y4 is shown in Fig. 3.
The variation is effectively linear in the low field range
fH , 0.15 kOe, i.e.,s1yHd1y4 . 1.6g. A slight curvature
is observed above, which suggests that the system lea
the creep regime. To verifym  0.25, we plot lnsyd ver-
sus s1yHdm (still for H , 150 Oe) for severalm values
in the range 0.05–1.00. Linear and polynomial fit studi
then lead tom  0.24 6 0.04. This rules out the possibil-
ity of a three dimensional exponent,m  1y7 or m  1y2,
a further proof of the 2D behavior of our system. This
the first direct evidence of the creep regime for an interfa
moving in a disordered medium.

As was pointed out previously, the creep regime e
pression (4) comes directly from the scaling of the sta
correlation function (2). To test the validity of expres
sion (2), 36 measurements of the correlation function we
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FIG. 2. (a),(b): MDW velocity versus applied magnetic fiel
at room temperature (y in mys). The dashed line in (a) is
the linear fit of the high field partsH . 0.86 kOed and the
arrow marks its intersection with the lineysHd  0. This is
the definition ofHcrit.

performed on 36 different MDW, on different parts o
the sample at room temperature. For each measurem
the sample was saturated, a domain wall was created
driven for 20 –45 min atH  50 Oe (i.e., at a MDW ve-
locity y  7 nmys). A sufficiently small field was applied
so that the system was in the quasistatic regime. Th
just after switching off the field, the image of the MDW
was stored and the wandering exponentz determined. A
typical variation of the correlation function is displayed i

FIG. 3. Natural logarithm of MDW velocity as a function of
s1yHd1y4 (room temperature,H # 955 Oe).
851
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FIG. 4. Typical correlation function drawn in a ln-ln plot.
The unit ofL is the pixel of the CCD camera, i.e., 0.28mm.

Fig. 4 (L is now expressed in pixels of the CCD camera)
To get an exponent from a correlation function such as th
one displayed in Fig. 4, we did a linear fit of the lower par
of the curve, i.e., lnsLd , 4. We did not consider the four
first L values since they correspond to lengths smaller tha
our resolution length. The saturation at highL is due to
the finite size of our MDW.

The deduced exponents are depicted in Fig. 5. On
reason for their scatter is that the disorder may be n
perfectly homogeneous over the sample. Neverthele
the average value ofz is found to be 0.69 6 0.07
which is close to the theoretical valuez  2y3. To
ascertain this result, we tested whether the measuredz

were actually equilibrium exponents, doing MDW aging
studies on measurements 18 and 19 of Fig. 5. Bo
first images of the MDW were stored 4s after switching
off the field, giving wandering exponentsz  0.68 6

0.015 and z  0.79 6 0.015. Then, the walls were left
with no applied magnetic field for 3860 and 5640 s
respectively, and a second image of the MDW wa
recorded. The wandering exponents became, respective
z  0.066 6 0.015 and z  0.80 6 0.015, indicating a

FIG. 5. Wandering exponent2z . Measurements on different
MDW driven atH  50 Oe during 20–45 min and then frozen
(T  300 K, estimated error on2z for a given image:60.03).
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lack of temporal evolution. The data of Fig. 5 may thu
be considered as static or quasistatic exponents.

In this paper, we prove experimentally the creep mod
and determine the corresponding wandering expone
The success of these experiments is due to the high qua
of PtyCoyPt films which are particularly appropriate fo
such moving interfaces studies. This represents a flexi
model experimental system to investigate interface grow
problems, making possible connections with many oth
areas in physics.

We thank J. Chapman and K. Kirk for providing hig
quality SiySi3N4 substrates and A. Boix for his help in the
high velocities measurements.
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